
SOLDERING 
IRON

WIre cutter

Solder

parts

THE IRON IS 
hot!! Be careful!

your kit should come 
with instructions 
for what parts go 
where and what way!

clean the tip of
your iron before 
each solder 
connection!

put your part in 
place. Bend out 
the leads so it 
stays in place

lead

leadpcb

put the pcb down so 
you can solder.

if you need a third hand, you can make 

a standing coil of the solder instead 

of holding it in your hand

find some good way 
to keep it steady

careful with the 
surface underneath!

pad

lead

ok, lets solder! 

first, you want to heat 
both the pad and the lead 
for about 

touch the soldering iron to 
both the pad and the lead!

1 second

Psst!
clean the 
tip first!

now feed solder 
under the tip 
of the iron

solder

lead

pcb

about 

1-3 mm

solder

lead

pcb

3 mm

a good connection 

covers the pad

cut the leads off 
with the wire cutter 

always 
hold on to 
the lead!

cut

eyes don't 
like jumping 
lead bits!

some leads are already short, 

you don't need to cut those.

the smoke from the melting solder 
is not toxic, but blow gently on it 
to avoid breathing it.

lead on the other hand 

Is toxic, and gets on 
your skin when holding 
the solder. 

wash your hands 
when you're done!

without touching other pads

surrounds
      the lead

and

keep soldering each part in its 
correct place. remember some 
parts need to go in a certain way!

if all your connections are 
good, your circuit will 
just work!
there are more tricks you will learn as 
you keep soldering, but now you know 
enough to make many cool things.

soldering course by Mitch Altman

http://cornfieldelectronics.com

comic adaptation by andie nordgren 

http://log.andie.se

public domain, use, copy, spread!

soldering is easy
here's how to do it

stop feeding solder,

hold for 1 
second
so the solder can 
flow properly

then


